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Abstract: Platinum nanoparticles (NPs) supported by titania exhibit a strong metal-support interaction (SMSI)[1] that can
induce overlayer formation and encapsulation of the NP’s with a thin layer of support material. This encapsulation
modifies the catalyst’s properties, such as increasing its chemoselectivity[2] and stabilizing it against sintering.[3]

Encapsulation is typically induced during high-temperature reductive activation and can be reversed through oxidative
treatments.[1] However, recent findings indicate that the overlayer can be stable in oxygen.[4,5] Using in situ transmission
electron microscopy, we investigated how the overlayer changes with varying conditions. We found that exposure to
oxygen below 400 °C caused disorder and removal of the overlayer upon subsequent hydrogen treatment. In contrast,
elevating the temperature to 900 °C while maintaining the oxygen atmosphere preserved the overlayer, preventing
platinum evaporation when exposed to oxygen. Our findings demonstrate how different treatments can influence the
stability of nanoparticles with or without titania overlayers. expanding the concept of SMSI and enabling noble metal
catalysts to operate in harsh environments without evaporation associated losses during burn-off cycling.

Introduction

High-temperature oxidative environments are the norm in
exhaust gas treatment[6] and during burn-off cycles in
reactions that are susceptible to heavy coking.[7,8] However,
many metal catalysts heavily sinter in these conditions. Loss
in active surface area of the noble metal component either
due to Ostwald ripening or formation of volatile species is

detrimental for catalyst.[9–11] Those volatile species form at
high temperatures because solid PtO2 becomes thermody-
namic unfavored in oxygen at high temperatures and causes
the evaporation of the platinum NPs.[12–18] Thus, treatment
strategies that allow a catalyst to be exposed to oxygen at
high temperatures, but which prevent particle sintering,
have the potential to be employed in a large range of
catalytic applications. Exploiting the restructuring of cata-
lysts by targeted (pre)treatment is a key concept of virtually
all catalytic processes.[6,7,19] Either these treatments are
applied as preforming step inside a reactor to get the catalyst
into a selective and active state[20,21] or they can be applied in
intervals during the catalytic process to regenerate the
deactivated catalyst.[22] Supported noble metal NPs, due to
scarcity and price of the materials, need to operate at their
full potential. Treatments, which alter the catalytic proper-
ties of such systems in a desired manner, are consequently
subject of intensive research. Supported on reducible oxide
carriers, like titania, reductive treatments in hydrogen at
elevated temperature (>400 °C) results in reversible over-
layer formation on noble metal NPs,[23,24] the so-called strong
metal support interaction (SMSI).[1] Overlayers strongly
influence the catalytic performance and are, for example,
used to tune the chemo-selectivity of the catalyst for
hydrogenation reactions.[2,25] Here, the performance of the
catalysts crucially depends on the treatment parameters
applied.[26,27] Encapsulation can also be used to stabilize the
catalyst against deactivation by sintering at high temperature
during reaction,[3,28,29] or during reoccurring burn-off cycles
as to reestablish the catalytic activity.[30] As those applica-
tions more often than not involve net oxidative environ-
ments, the noble metal is especially vulnerable to dissipation
and sintering. However, due to the fact that SMSI overlayers
are generally believed to be unstable under high temper-
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ature in oxidative conditions,[1] exploitation of particle
encapsulation as a strategic protective mechanism against
particle dissipation is an application much less explored.
Nonetheless and in contrast to the general assumption of
instability in oxygen,[1,31] recent studies show that the over-
layer is stable[4] or may even form in oxygen above
400 °C.[32,33] The overlayer can be destabilized at 600 °C in a
redox-active atmosphere that contains both, oxygen and
hydrogen. As a consequence, particles become dynamic and
mobile. Subsequent retraction of hydrogen leads to re-
encapsulation.[34] In situ transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) has proven potential to monitor formation, retrac-
tion and reformation of overlayers and their structure.[31,35,36]

Here, we followed surface transformation and encapsulation
in oxygen between room temperature and 800 °C. Direct
observation was complemented with in situ X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS). It was found that the surface oxidation
state of platinum is critical for the stability of titania
overlayers. At high temperatures, the overlayer is stable in
200 mbar of oxygen and prevents the platinum NPs from
dissipation. In contrast, cooling the encapsulated catalyst to
400 °C in oxygen leads to the formation of a platinum
surface oxide and the retraction of the titania overlayer.
Reheating the catalyst to temperatures of 600 °C and above
renders platinum oxide thermodynamically unfavorable with
respect to metallic platinum and during its reduction, the
particle becomes re-encapsulated by titania. Thus, protective
encapsulating titania layers are stable in oxygen only above
a temperature where metallic platinum is the thermody-
namically preferred termination with respect to its oxide.
This current work on the one hand harmonizes discrepancies
between recent observations of oxygen induced particle
overlayers and the original SMSI protocol[1] and, on the
other, identifies a way to apply high-temperature oxidative
treatments without particle evaporation and sintering.

Results and Discussion

Platinum NP (15 nm) where synthesized by colloidal syn-
thesis and deposited on titania.[37] The fresh catalyst
presented platinum nanoparticles with a clean surface
(Supporting Figure S1). The sample was heated up in an
oxygen mixture (20% O2/He), in situ, during transmission
electron microscopy using a MEMS-based micro reactor
(Figure 1). At 400 °C, an ill-structured surface layer
developed. This layer is visible in both the high-angle
annular dark field (HAADF) and the annular bright field
(ABF) of the scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) images. The comparison of HAADF and ABF is
helpful to understand the composition of the overlayers.
HAADF images are much more sensitive to high masses in
the imaged materials (Z-contrast), while ABF is advanta-
geous for light material contrast. HAADF imaging revealed
that the overlayer formed at 400 °C in oxygen shows bright
features and therefore, presumably contains platinum (Fig-
ure 1a). When the catalyst is heated further to 600 °C, the
surface structure transforms again (Figure 1c,d). In this
state, a much more defined and ordered surface structure is

observed in the ABF image that strongly resembles a
previously reported structure.[4] In this state, the correspond-
ing HAADF image (Figure 1c) shows weak contrast in the
overlayer. Lattice space analysis of the NP (Figure 1i,
Supporting Figure S2) shows that the outer two layers have
a similar lattice spacing of 0.3 nm, a reasonably good match
for both, PtO2 and TiO2. In this process, it was observed that
the formation of the well-structured overlayer on the
platinum NPs coincided with a restructuring of the whole
platinum NPs: They became more faceted in comparison to
the previously round shape (Supporting Figure S3). Multi-
slice simulations on TiO2 as well as β PtO2 overlayers were
performed in order to assess the large contrast difference in
HAADF (Supporting Figure S4). The results validate weak
contrast in the applied HAADF imaging conditions in case
of the TiO2 overlayer while the β PtO2 overlayer is clearly
visible. Furthermore, presence of titania was confirmed by
EELS line-scans (recorded along the overlayer area,
Supporting Figure S5). These observations suggest that the
particle termination transformed from a disordered state to
being covered by a titania overlayer. In a complementary in
situ XAS experiment, the catalyst was heated in the same
gas composition (20% O2/He) stepwise from room temper-
ature to 750 °C. During the experiment, small changes in the
structure of the Pt L3-edge were observed (Figure 1g,
Supporting Figure S6). Initially, the white line intensity
increased up to a temperature of 300 °C. Then, its intensity
dropped until the temperature reached 500 °C. Beyond this
temperature, there are no changes in the Pt L3-edge. Linear
combination fitting (LCF) was performed with a metallic
platinum and a platinum(IV) oxide reference (Figure 1h).
The results show that platinum partially oxidizes when
heated up, resulting in around 1.2% Pt4+ at 300 °C. A NP
with a diameter of 15 nm exposes around 5–8% of its
atoms.[38] Assuming that the oxidized platinum species are
located at the particle surface, this value of 1.2% Pt4+

corresponds, thus, to around 15–24% of a mono surface
layer of platinum(IV) oxide. Thus, the disordered overlayer
observed in oxygen at 300 °C is likely a surface platinum
oxide.[15,18] Beyond 300 °C, platinum gradually reduces to a
fully metallic state with no further changes in the Pt L3-edge
above 500 °C, in line with literature data.[13–18] The examina-
tion of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) region yielded no significant changes (see Sup-
porting Figure S7&S8). The XAS results thus support the
STEM findings and show that platinum reduction and titania
overlayer formation coincide.

These experiments evidence that overlayer formation
may occur without the presence of hydrogen, provided the
conditions are such that the metal is in a reduced state.[32]

This is also in line with the observation of a stable overlayer
in oxygen for platinum-titania catalysts when switching from
a hydrogen atmosphere to an oxygen environment at
600 °C[4] or when retracting hydrogen from a mix of hydro-
gen and oxygen.[34] However, the original protocol[1] re-
ported the restoration of noble metal chemisorption capacity
after high temperature oxidative and low temperature
reductive treatment. Consequently, and to elucidate this
apparent discrepancy, the catalyst was cooled down to
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400 °C in 20% O2/He (Figure 1e). During cooldown, the
surface of the platinum particles again became disordered.
This structure appears very similar to the initial surface
structure seen at 400 °C during heating the catalyst in
200 mbar O2 (Figure 1a,b). This resemblance can be inter-
preted as a surface oxidation of platinum (Energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping of the particle is

provided in Supporting Figure S9). Subsequently, the reac-
tor was flushed with helium and cooled to 300 °C. At this
temperature, hydrogen was introduced into the reactor. The
platinum surface transformed again into an ordered crystal
structure (Figure 1f).

The observed changes in response to the sequence of
applied conditions allows us to understand, why the

Figure 1. Overlayer formation in 200mbar of oxygen: Platinum nanoparticle in oxygen at 400 °C: a) high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) and
b) annular bright-field (ABF). The same platinum nanoparticle after heating in oxygen to 600 °C: c) HAADF and d) ABF. e) ABF of the platinum
nanoparticle in oxygen at 400 °C after treatment in oxygen at 600 °C. f) ABF of the particle after 30 min exposure to hydrogen at 300 °C. g)–
j) magnified detail of the particle termination. Frame color corresponds to (b,d, e, f). k) In situ Pt L3-edge XANES of the catalyst stepwise heated in
oxygen to 750 °C. l) Linear combination fitting results for the Pt4+ component as a function of temperature. m) Lattice space analysis of the
outward top 8 lattice planes of the platinum particle in oxygen at 600 °C in panel (d) and Supporting Figure S2. The oxygen gas composition was in
all experiments 20% O2 balanced in He and for hydrogen 100% H2. Reactor pressure is 1 bar, scale bar corresponds to 5 nm in (a) with (a-f) being
at the same magnification and 1 nm in (g) with (g-j) at the same magnification.
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oxidative treatment described in the original work by
Tauster et al.[1] led to an efficient removal of the overlayer.
Exposing an encapsulated catalyst to oxygen at temper-
atures �400 °C will oxidize the platinum surface. As the
interaction strength of a fully oxidized titania layer and
oxidized platinum is presumably very weak[4,39,40] and surface
oxidation is accompanied by particle surface reconstruction
(Figure 1a, c), the titania overlayer is meanwhile destabilized
and removed. In the last step, the hydrogen reduction at

milder temperatures (300 °C) restores the metallic platinum
surface.

In a subsequent experiment, a freshly prepared sample
was directly heated in 20% O2/He to 600 °C. Then the
catalyst was heated further to 800 °C and was kept at this
temperature for 800 s (Figure 2a, Movie S1). The diameter
of all NPs in the frame were tracked in this time period
using a U-net type[41] convolutional network. No size change
was observed for any particle in the field of view (analysis in

Figure 2. Overlayer protects against evaporation: A platinum-titania catalyst was heated in 20% O2/balance He to 600 °C and subsequently to
800 °C. a) The evolution of the platinum nanoparticles at 800 °C was followed for 800 s (HAADF micrographs). b) The overlayer was removed by
cooling ‘to 600 °C in 20% O2/balance He and a subsequent switch to 19.6% O2/0.4% H2/He for 10 min. After overlayer removal, the gas
atmosphere was switched back to 20% O2/balance He and the catalyst was heated back to 800 °C. After reheating, the same catalyst grain was
studied for 1200 s (b). During observation, all nanoparticles but one shrunk and disappeared. c) For a time period (t=475–580 s), one particle
(red box in b) was followed in high resolution. Reactor pressure at all times was 1 bar, scale bar in (a) and (b) is 100 nm and in (c) 5 nm.
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Supporting Information Figure S8, high resolution STEM
imaging at 800 °C in Supporting Information Figure S11).
Remarkably, no change in particle size could be detected
even when the catalyst was exposed to harsher conditions,
i.e., at 900 °C to 1 bar of oxygen (Supporting Figure S10,
Movie S2). Recently, it was observed that, at 600 °C, a
mixture of oxygen with small amounts of hydrogen is able to
strip the titania overlayer off the platinum particle.[34] There-
fore, the catalyst was cooled to 600 °C and a small amount of
hydrogen was added to the gas mixture (19.6% O2/0.4% H2/
He) for 10 min. After de-encapsulation, hydrogen was
retracted and the catalyst quickly heated to 800 °C (heating
ramp 100 °Cmin� 1) in oxygen, reaching the exact same
conditions as before (Figure 2a). Figure 2b displays snap-
shots from a time series taken at the same region of interest
as in Figure 2a. In contrast to the previous experiment with
the encapsulated particles, the particles without protective
overlayer decrease in size (Movie S3). The difference in
behavior is a nice example for the often stated memory
effect of previous treatments. High resolution imaging of a
particle during dissipation is shown in Figure 2c. Within
800 s, all NP except one had disappeared (Figure 2b,
Supporting Figure S10). Dissipation of the platinum NPs is
assumed to occur via PtOx formation, a species that is
volatile at high temperatures.[10,42] Within the in situ TEM
microreactor cell, volatile PtOx may easily anchor on other
surface like the reactor wall instead of on catalyst grains.
Within our experiments, we could not determine the new
location of the platinum species.

In order to examine potential artifacts due to the
electron beam. A second region of the sample had been
measured with minimal beam exposure in low magnification
at the beginning of the experiment, at 900 °C in 200 mbar O2

when no Pt evaporation had been observed, and at the end
of the Pt evaporation period in 800 °C in 200 mbar O2. The
results are depicted in Supporting Figure S12. These results
show similar results and suggest that the overall phenomena
were not substantially altered by the electron beam. Particle
evaporation and overlayer reformation likely comprise two
competing mechanisms when the sample is again exposed to
pure oxygen after overlayer removal. The formation of
volatile species is strongly dependent on applied temper-
ature and oxygen pressure.[1] It is thus reasonable to assume
that altering those process variables could lead to particles
re-encapsulating after initial shrinking in size via evapora-
tion processes. Indeed, during the experiment, one particle
remained visible throughout. ABF imaging and repeated
experiments (Supporting Information Figure S13), indicate
that re-encapsulation is hindering further evaporation in
those cases. However, additional investigations are needed
to investigate the kinetic competition of particle evaporation
and overlayer (re)formation.

These experiments show that an oxidatively-formed
titania overlayer is an effective way to prevent platinum
dissipation at high temperatures. Figure 3 summarizes the
structural development of the platinum NPs and overlayer
as function of condition and sample history[4,34] (labeled as
states I–VIII). In the as-prepared state (I) platinum NPs on
titania do not have any overlayer of titania. The platinum-

titania catalyst can be either stable (IV) or labile (V) at
800 °C in 20% O2/He. The stability is determined by the
sequence of conditions the catalyst was exposed to, prior to
high-temperature exposure. Similarly, the seeming discrep-
ancy between the reported presence of an overlayer at
600 °C in oxygen (III) and the observed removal upon an
oxygen treatment at 400 °C (II) emerges from the details in
the experimental protocols. Overlayer structures at 400 °C
(II) and 600 °C (III) in oxygen are substantially different
from each other.

An ordered overlayer is only stable in oxygen above the
decomposition temperature of platinum surface oxide (
�400 °C) and consequently can only be detected by in situ
characterization methods. Classical methods to characterize
SMSI overlayers are CO-infrared experiments and chem-
isorption studies.[25] Such methods require low temperature
and the exposure of the catalyst to different gases. There-
fore, any original overlayer structure is not preserved and,
consequently, cannot be studied.

The observation of an overlayer formation in oxidizing
conditions can be rationalized by considering the prereque-
sits for overlayer formation: i) Thermodynamics have to
drive the encapsulation process, and ii) TiOx (x=0–2) has to
be sufficiently mobile in order to migrate onto the NP
surface. Exposure to high temperatures induces ion mobility,
increases the amount of oxygen vacancies within titania[44]

and consequently, the concentration of Ti3+ cations. This is
particlularly valid at the particle support interface where
oxygen vacancy formation can relief strain introduced by the
heterogeneous interface itself.[45–48] These Ti3+ cations also
exist in oxygen atmospheres and form strong bonds with
reduced platinum surfaces.[4,40] This strong bond formation
in concert with the thermodynamic desired minimization of
surface energy[49,50] induces the overlayer in oxygen. Re-
cently, Petzoldt et al. showed that TiOx overlayer formation
dynamics depend sensitively on the oxygen pressure as it
dictates the oxidation state of platinum. Once a titania
overlayer is formed, it effectively protects the particle
against evaporating via the formation of volatile PtO2

monomeres.[10] Removal of the overlayer at temperatures
above the decomposition temperature of PtOx realized by
the exposure to a reductant or a reactive hydrogen-oxygen
mixture[34] results in removal of the protective encapsulating
layer and makes platinum particles vulnerable for evapo-
ration (VI). When the temperature is reduced in the
overlayered state, the formation of a solid PtOx surface layer
becomes favorable (II). Oxidation of paltinum leads to the
destruction of the well ordered TiOx overlayer and leaves
the particle in a yet undefined, partially oxidized surface
state, that then can be transformed to clean platinum by
hydrogen (VII). In order to evaluate consequences of this
encapusation behaviour for a catalytic reaction, a series of
CO oxidation light-off experiments was performed. In these
experiments, several sequential treamtents resembling those
of the in situ TEM experiment were performed and in
between the catalytic activity for CO oxidation was
evaluated. The results are shown and discussed in detail in
Supporting Figure S14. In summary, the catalyst lost a
substantial degree of activity after treatments at 600 °C and
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in 200 mbar O2. However, a treatment at 400 °C and in
200 mbar O2, followed by a 1 bar H2 reduction at 300 °C fully
restored the acitivity of the catalyst. The data supports the
proposition that the overlayer is formed under oxygen and is
detrimental for the CO oxidation activity. Nevertheless, tby
following the treatment proposed in Figure 3, the activity
can be fully restored, indicating that the size and number of
platinum NPs is not changing by these treatments.

Yet, the sample studied within this work is composed of
large NPs. SMSI related phenomena have been shown to be
sensitive to the metal NP size.[51] Therefore, how these
findings directly apply to smaller platinum NPs must be
further evaluated.

Conclusion

The present work investigated the impact of (pre)treatment
protocols of a Pt/TiO2 catalyst on the formation and
structure of overlayers and the occurrence of platinum
evaporation during exposure to high-temperature oxidative
conditions. The current work expands the conceptual under-
standing of the SMSI state and shows why the overlayer that
is formed in oxygen at high temperatures cannot be
observed using ex situ characterization, since it is only stable
in oxygen above 400 °C. An overlayer protects platinum
against dissipation at high temperatures (up to 900 °C) and

oxygen pressures up to 1 bar. The presence of a protective
overlayer depends on the treatment history of the sample,
and requires that the catalyst in kept in oxygen from below
400 °C to 600 °C. Our results highlight how critically each
step during catalysis treatment impacts the desired material
properties, specifically in forming a protective encapsulation
layer that effectively protects platinum particles from
dissipation or sintering during exposure to high temperature
oxidative environments.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the platinum-titania catalyst as function of conditions: By a sequence of in situ experiment, the structure of platinum particle
surfaces was followed. Based on the observations a behavior pattern of the surface structure can be determined. Certain changes in atmospheric
conditions (temperature and gas composition) result in reversible structural transformations (double arrow). Other atmospheric changes result in
irreversible transformations of the catalysts surface (single arrow).
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